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SLIDE LIST

1. Title
2. Modern Architecture in Brazil
3. Brazil Builds, MoMA, 1943: catalogue and installation views
4. Lucio COSTA, A lot of construction, some architecture, and a miracle. Correio da Manhã, June 15, 1951
5. “Before the miracle”
6. Ricardo SEVERO, Faculdade de Direito (Law School), São Paulo University, 1939
7. Colonial houses in Ouro Preto and Dimantina, Minas Gerais
8. Oscar NIEMEYER, Grande Hotel, Ouro Preto (MG), 1938
10. Rino LEVI, Cine UFA Palácio, São Paulo, 1936
11. Alvaro VITAL BRAZIL and Adhemar MARINHO, Esther building, São Paulo, 1936-38
12. Gregori and Mina WARCHAVCHIK, Modernist house, Rua Santa Cruz, São Paulo, 1928
13. Gregori and Mina WARCHAVCHIK, Modernist House, Rua Itápolis, São Paulo, 1930
14. Gregori and Mina WARCHAVCHIK, Modernist House, Rua Bahia, São Paulo, 1930
15. Left: Lucio COSTA and Gregori WARCHAVCHIK, Alfredo Schwartz residence, Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro, 1932; Top: Roberto BURLE MARX, rooftop gardens
16. I Tropical Architecture Salon, Catalog, 1933
17. Projects by Antonio Garcia Moya (left) and Flavio de Carvalho (right)
18. “The miracle”
19. Le Corbusier, Plans for the cities of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, aerial perspectives, 1929
20. Left: The construction of the Ministry of Education and Health (MES) building, Rio de Janeiro, 1938-1945; Top: President Getúlio Vargas at the official opening of the building in 1945


22. Top: Le Corbusier, croquis for the Ministry of Education and Health building, Rio de Janeiro, 1936; Left: Photograph of the building, 1944

23. Details of Ministry of Education and Health building

24. Details of Ministry of Education and Health building


27. Burle Marx, projects for public spaces in Recife, 1935


29. Landscapes in Recife

30. Unfolding the miracle

31. Left: Pampulha Lagoon, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, 1948; Top: Oscar NIEMEYER, sketch for the Modern Ensemble of Pampulha


33. Roberto BURLE MARX, gardens at Pampulha, 1943

34. Ibirapuera Park, Manchete magazine, special issue dedicated to São Paulo’s IV Centenary, 1954

35. Roberto BURLE MARX, landscape project for Ibirapuera Park, 1953


37. Otavio Augusto TEIXEIRA MENDES, landscape project for Ibirapuera Park, 1953

38. Views of Ibirapuera Park

39. Villanova ARTIGAS, FAU/Usp building, 1961

40. Villanova ARTIGAS, Elza Berquó residence, 1967

41. Brasilia
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43. Top: Lucio COSTA, Sketches of Plano Piloto (Pilot Plan) Brasilia, Descriptive Memorial; Right: Photographs of Brasilia construction, 1950s

44. Alvorada Palace; Brasilia Cathedral; National Theater; Itamaraty Palace

45. Itamaraty Palace; Cristal Square; Superquadra 308 South; Palace of Justice

46. Aerial view of Brasilia

47. “Beyond the miracle”

48. José Filgueiras de Lima (LELÉ), Disbrave car dealer headquarter, Brasilia, 1965

49. LELÉ, Sarah Hospital building, Brasilia, 1980


51. Kuikuro and Kalapalo villages at Xingu National Park

52. LELÉ, Schools in Salvador, Bahia, and Abadiânia, Goiás

53. Lina Bo BARDI, Bahia no Ibirapuera exhibition (poster and installation views), 1959

54. Lina Bo BARDI, São Paulo Museum of Art (1957-69)

55. Sérgio FERRO, Bernardo Issler residence, Cotia, São Paulo, 1961


57. BURLE MARX, rooftop garden, Ministry of Education and Health building

58–59. End credits